In-situ heating technique has been widely used in studies of temperature related material behaviors, such as phase transformations, solid/gas-solid reactions, microstructural changes, growth of nanostructures, sintering of catalysts, et al. A perfect heating stage for experiments inside TEM requires low spatial drifts and accurate temperature measurement during temperature rise and fall. Current commercial heating stages can be divided into three categories: conventional furnace heating, direct filament heating and MEMS based heating chips. In recent years, although the spatial resolution of current heating stages has been improved to atomic scale, accurate temperature control lags far behind, especially in case of gaseous environments. With the development of the environmental TEM in the past few years, increasing numbers of heating experiments are carried out in gas environments, especially in the field of catalysts. Gas introduction usually cools down the heated parts, and fluctuation of gas pressure and flow state also change the sample temperature dynamically. Therefore, accurate temperature measurement is critical to achieve precise temperature control in environmental TEM. However, most of the current insitu heating stages are designed without real-time temperature sensing, the temperature is only calculated from previous calibrations in vacuum. In this work, a home-made MEMS based in-situ heating stage with real-time temperature sensing and feed-back temperature control will be shown. With exquisite structural optimization, we also achieved so far the lowest thermal drift rate for in situ TEM imaging. Using this new device, the dynamic change of temperature with gas pressure are quantified systematically with several conventional gas species like O 2 , N 2 , H 2 and Air. Our presentation will introduce this new heating device and would provide a general reference for estimation of the actual sample temperature for device without temperature sensing in gas environments [1] .
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